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We present temperature-dependent measurements of the EPR frequency shifts for Na, K, and Rb interacting
with polarized3He. K and Na frequency shifts were measured via comparison with Rb frequency shiftsswell
known at low temperaturesd in Na-Rb-3He and K-Rb-3He spin-exchange cells. The lowered Rb vapor pres-
sure of these “hybrid” spin-exchange cells also allowed us to extend the measured temperature dependence of
the Rb EPR frequency shifts up to 350 °C. This work presents measurements of the EPR frequency shift for
Na in 3He and significantly extends the temperature range of previous Rb and K EPR frequency shift mea-
surements. These results are critical to the performance of accurate3He EPR polarimetry in spin-exchange
cells.
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Hyperpolarized3He has a wide variety of applied and
fundamental research uses such as magnetic resonance imag-
ing f1g, spin-polarized targetsf2g, neutron spin filtersf3g, and
precision measurementsf4g. The most commonly used polar-
ization technique for3He nuclei is spin-exchange optical
pumpingsSEOPd. Nearly all SEOP experiments take advan-
tage of high-power diode laser arrayssreadily available at the
Rb D1 wavelengthd to optically pump a Rb vapor. The re-
sulting spin polarization of the Rb valence electron is then
transferred to the3He nucleus via a weak hyperfine coupling
during spin-exchange collisions.

In practice, the polarization in many of these experiments
is ultimately limited by the intrinsically low spin-exchange
efficiency between Rb and3He f5g. The lighter alkali metals
should provide much higher efficiencies; however, their reso-
nances occur at less convenient wavelengths and their re-
duced hyperfine splitting also makes direct optical pumping
much more difficult. Recently we have shown that one can
greatly increase the overall efficiency of the spin-exchange
process by using a mixture of K and Rb in a process called
hybrid spin-exchange optical pumpingsHySEOPd which
takes advantage of both the experimental ease of using lasers
at the Rb wavelength and the higher spin-exchange effi-
ciency of Kf6g. The efficiency could potentially be increased
even further by using a Na-Rb mixture.

In studying SEOP and HySEOP, it is essential to have a
robust and accurate measure of the degree of3He polariza-
tion. It is well established that the alkali-metal EPR fre-
quency shift in the presence of polarized3He is a convenient
tool for this purposef7g. The EPR shift is largely caused by
the Fermi-contact interactionaK ·S between the nuclear spin
K of the noble gas nucleus of magnetic momentmK and the
electron spinS of the alkali-metal atom. The measured shift
is therefore qualitatively similar to the expected Zeeman in-
teraction with the field produced by the bulk3He nuclear
magnetism, but is larger by an enhancement factor, termed
k0. Given that the enhancement arises from alkali-metal-
electron–3He nuclear overlap during binary collisions, it is
not surprising thatk0 is different for each alkali-metal part-

ner, and is slightly temperature dependentf8g. Consequently,
it must be measured for each alkali-metal species and over
the range of temperatures required for HySEOP in order to
perform3He polarimetry to the desired accuracy.

In this paper we present temperature-dependent measure-
ments ofk0 for K- 3He and Na-3He. Additionally we greatly
extend the measured temperature range ofk0 for
Rb-3He. Our approach, which stems from the idea of Hy-
SEOP, is to use cells containing mixtures of Rb and another
alkali metal. In these cells thek0 of the secondary alkali
metal, K or Na, is determined directly from the measurable
ratio of its frequency shift to those of Rb-3He which are
known to a high accuracy for temperatures from
120 to 175 °C. Consequently this procedure is insensitive to
both absolute3He polarization and density, eliminating many
sources of systematic error. We also note that the Na-Rb and
K-Rb amalgams used for HySEOP have lowered vapor pres-
sure curves as given by Raoult’s law, and higher photon ef-
ficiency. Both of these effects allow us to maintain a highly
polarized Rb vapor, and measurek0

Rb, at significantly higher
temperatures than in a pure Rb optical pumping cell.

Our basic apparatus has been described in previous papers
f6,9g. Spherical hybrid Na-Rb or K-Rb cells with nearly
equal proportions of Na or K to Rb in the vapor phase are
pumped using a diode laser tuned to the RbD1 line. Rapid
spin exchange among all of the alkali-metal atomssregard-
less of speciesd ensures spin-temperature equilibrium and
therefore equal polarizations. The spin polarization of the
alkali-metal atoms is monitored using either transmission of
the pumping light through the cell or by Faraday rotation of
a weak diode lasers,5 mWd tuned slightly off the RbD2
line.

EPR spectra are obtained by driving the K or Na and Rb
resonances with a transverse rf magnetic field generated by a
coil operated purposely far from any coil resonancessensur-
ing constant rf amplitude as a function of rf frequencyd, and
sweeping the rf frequency. As the frequency becomes reso-
nant with any one of the atomic resonances, the alkali metal
becomes slightly depolarized, the transmission of the pump-
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ing light lessens, and the plane of polarization of the probe
light changes. An example spectrum is shown in Fig. 1.
Equivalently, one could obtain the spectra by holding the
EPR frequency constant and sweeping the magnetic field.
There is a tremendous amount of information in these spec-
tra, but we focus in this paper on the dependence of the
resonance frequencies on the nuclear spin polarization of the
3He atoms.

The frequency shift of the alkali-metalm=−F to m=−F
+1 EPR line due the polarized3He in a cell of spherical
geometry isf7g

Dn0 =
8p

3

gsmB

s2I + 1dh
s1 + edk0mKfHegPHe, s1d

wheree is the magnetic moment correction factor, to be dis-
cussed further below,mK /h=1.6215 kHz/G is the magnetic
moment of3He,k0 is the frequency shift enhancement factor,
mB is the Bohr magneton,gs is the electrong factor, fHeg is
the 3He density,PHe is the 3He polarization, andI is the
nuclear spins5/2 for 85Rb and 3/2 for23Na, 39K, or 87Rbd.
Romalis and Catesf7g measured the Rb-3He frequency shift
enhancement factor from 120 to 175 °C to bek0=6.39
+0.009 34sT−200 °Cd with a precision of 1.5% for Rb, and
Barangaet al. f5g measured the ratios of the K-Rb shifts to
be k0

K =0.94k0
Rb with a precision of 1%.

The magnetic moment correction factore arises from the
nonlinear Zeeman effect. At low fieldss,50 Gd and for the
m=−F to m=−F+1 state used in this work, it is well ap-
proximated by

e =
udn/dBuB
udn/dBu0

− 1 =
4IV

s2I + 1ddnhfs
+

6Is2I − 1dV2

s2I + 1d2dnhfs
2 , s2d

where V=gsmBB/h and dnhfs is the alkali-metal hyperfine
splitting s462 MHz for 39K, 1772 MHz for 23Na, and
6835 MHz for87Rbd. In the experiments described here, we
find it necessary to work at sufficiently high magnetic field
that the EPR spectra of the spin-3/2 isotopes of Na, K, and
Rb are well resolved. This necessitates inclusion of the sec-
ond term of Eq.s2d for accurate polarimetry. Figure 2 shows
a plot of e verses applied rf frequency. By numerical coinci-
dence, if one keeps the rf frequency constantsi.e., changesB
by F23Na/F85Rb=2/3d, the correction factors for85Rb and23Na

are the same to within less than 0.1%. Consequently the ratio
of thek0’s for 85Rb and23Na can be measured directly with-
out correcting for the magnetic moment.

For cells of nonspherical geometry an additional geomet-
ric correction factork8 must be included to correct for the
nonuniform magnetization of the cell caused by the3He nu-
clei. The total effective frequency shift enhancement factor
keff can be defined asf7g

keff = k0 + k8 = k0 +
3

8p
CszWd − 1; s3d

here CszWd=Bz/MHe, where MHe=mKfHegPHe. CszWd can be
calculated using the method of the magnetic scalar potential
f10g. For spherical cellsCszWd=8p /3 and is uniform through-
out the cell givingk8=0. If we were to consider a cell de-
fined by an ellipsoid of revolution with the major axis along
zW, the direction of the applied holding field,CszWd remains
constant throughout the cell and becomesf11g

CszWd = 4pF1 −
1

k2 − 1S k
Îk2 − 1

arcoshskd − 1DG , s4d

wherek=a/b is the ratio of the lengths of the semimajor to
semiminor axes. For geometries not definable as an ellipsoid,
the field inside the cell is not uniform and one must average
the geometric contribution along the detection volume as we
did for a cylindrical geometry inf9g. For nearly all geom-
etries of interest for SEOPk8,5% of k0.

The Na-Rb cell was 7 cm in diameter and made of
GE180 glass. It was filled with 2 bar of3He and 50 Torr of
N2, as measured at room temperature. We estimate that ap-
proximately 500 mg Na was distilled into it, followed by a
trace of Rb to obtain about a 1:1 Na:Rb ratio in the vapor
phase. The procedure for obtaining experimentally desirable
alkali-metal ratios in the vapor phase is described inf6g.
Although Na reactions with the glass formed an opaque
brown coating in this cell after a few weeks, we were still
able to polarize the alkali metal sufficiently to get3He polar-
izations on the order of 40–50 %. The K-Rb cell was 3.5 cm
in diameter, also constructed of GE180 glass. It was filled
with 3.3 bar3He, 80 Torr of N2, as measured at room tem-
perature, and had roughly a 10:1 K:Rb ratio in the metal

FIG. 1. EPR spectrum of23Na, 85Rb, and87Rb. The notation
−2↔−1 stands for them=−2 to m8=−1 transition. Note if the
alkali metal were not fully polarized them=−F+1↔m8=−F+2
peaks would be visible; a full description of this is given inf9g.

FIG. 2. Plot of the magnetic moment correction factor for the
various alkali-metal isotopes as a function of the EPR frequency;
note that for the special case of85Rb and23Na the correction factors
follow each other to less than 0.1%.
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phase to obtain approximately a 1.5:1 K:Rb ratio in the vapor
phase. In this cell we could obtain as high as 75–80 %3He
polarization. We also had a twin 3.5-cm-diameter pure Rb
cell that we used for additional Rb frequency shift measure-
ments at temperatures below 200 °C.

We measure the frequency shifts by using a 9–14 MHz
voltage controlled oscillatorsConnor-Winfield model No.
PL14R3d to drive a rf coil which was locked to the EPR
frequency using a simple proportional-integral feedback cir-
cuit with a lock-in output to create a dispersion signal. The
3He spin was then reversedsfrom spin up to spin down, or
vice versad using adiabatic fast passagesAFPd, while record-
ing the EPR frequency using a digital counter. Note that the
corresponding total frequency difference of the monitored
EPR peak is 2Dn0 because the3He polarization is being
changed from +PHe to −PHe. The magnetic field was not
stabilized for the experiment. There was a small loss of 0.5%
per AFP reversal that was corrected for by taking four suc-
cessive EPR spectra in rapid order, pausing between spectra
for about 20 s to acquire frequency data and to perform AFP
to reverse the3He spins. Figure 3 shows a typical data set.
The absolute value of the difference in frequency between
adjacent EPR spectrafDnsNdg was taken and plotted versus
the counting number of the AFP reversalsNd. These data
were then fitted to the function

DnsNd = 2Dn0F1 −SN −
1

2
D«G s5d

to extrapolate the initial frequency shift valueDn0. This fit
function results from the first-order terms of an expansion
about «=0 for the loss between two adjacent spectra. We
note that the AFP loss coefficient« determined from the EPR
spectra was in agreement with NMR free induction decay
sFIDd data taken directly before and after the spectra. The
spectra of both alkali metalssNa-Rb or K-Rbd were taken in
rapid succession for each temperature with FID data taken in
between. The values ofDn0 were then normalized using the
FID amplitudes taken directly before the respective EPR
scan. A sample of the data is shown in Fig. 4.

Typical values of the measured frequency shiftsDnsNd
ranged from around 12 kHz for the23Na and 16 kHz for the
87Rb in the Na-Rb cell and 30–60 kHz for the39K and87Rb
in the K-Rb cell. We chose a field high enough that the

differential Zeeman splitting of theI =3/2 isotopes was
greater than the EPR shifts, and high enough to give ad-
equate resolution of the spectras.100 kHzd. We found a
field of 14 G corresponding to an unshifted EPR frequency
of 9.8 MHz to be more than adequate. Figure 1 shows a
typical EPR spectrum for our Na-Rb cell.

In order to measure the temperature dependence ofk0 for
Rb, we first verified that the polarization measurement via
the NMR FID amplitude was a temperature-independent ref-
erence. We placed a high-Q FID pickup coil outside of our
oven, approximately 2 cm away from the cell, and cooled it
so that its temperature remained constant. We then looked for
any cell temperature dependence by quickly changing the
temperature of the cell from 350 °C down to 150 °C and
back up to 350 °C in 50 °C steps and observing the FID
amplitude at each step. This process took a total time of less
than 1.5 h. Note the Na-Rb cell used for this measurement
had a3He wall relaxation time constant of 254 h, so by po-
larizing the3He in this cell to its maximum value and main-
taining constant alkali-metal polarization by optical pumping
sas monitored via rf spectroscopyd, we were able to ensure
that the 3He polarization did not vary significantly during
this measurement. The initial and final FID amplitudes at
350 °C were equal within the statistical errors. We deter-
mined the FID amplitudes to have a temperature coefficient
of 0.0% ±0.5% from 150 to 350 °C, limited by the uncer-
tainty in the NMR pulses themselves.

The absolute temperature of the cell was measured di-
rectly with a calibrated optical pyrometer 20 cm above the
cell. The optical pyrometersExergen model No. Irt/c.10d was
calibrated with an Omega WT-J thermocouple which was
temporarily placed on the cell under the same conditions as
during optical pumping for the calibration. The thermocouple
was removed for the actual optical pumping.

After completing the data set with each cell we normal-
ized the Rb frequency shifts to the FID amplitudes and fitted
the result as a function of temperature. We then used the well
tested value ofk0

Rb given by f7g to scale the value of our fit
at 170 °C. We note that this calibration automatically com-
pensates for any errors in the3He polarization introduced by
the uncertainty in the3He density by solving for the product
of all of the constants in Eq.s1d. Once the Rb frequency
shifts were determined over our entire temperature range, we
then solved for the frequency shifts for Na and K. We did

FIG. 3. Typical EPR frequency data for a series of four AFP
reversals for85Rb followed by41K. The break in the graph indicates
the pause to take FID data and to change the field from 21 G for the
Rb data to 14 G for the K data.

FIG. 4. Difference of the adjacent EPR frequencies of the AFP
reversals shown in Fig. 3 with fits to determine the initial value of
the frequency shiftDn. Note that the scatter in the data is caused by
field fluctuations.
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this by normalizing the Na and K shifts to the FID ampli-
tudes, correcting fore and I, and taking the ratios of these
shifts to those of the normalized Rb shifts at the same tem-
perature. The data from these measurements are shown in
Fig. 5. The fit values for Rb, K, and Na from this work are
given below;

k0
Rb = 6.39 + 0.009 14fT − 200s°Cdg, s6d

k0
K = 5.99 + 0.0086fT − 200s°Cdg, s7d

k0
Na = 4.84 + 0.009 14fT − 200s°Cdg. s8d

The fit of the Rb data indicates that the temperature coef-
ficient for k0

Rb is consistent with the value off7g up to
350 °C. Also we note that the values of the ratios ofk0

Na and
k0

K to k0
Rb given in Table I agree very well with the theoret-

ical predictions off12g at 100 °C, and with prior measure-
ments off5g under optical pumping conditions. The values of
the EPR frequency shifts for several of the alkali-metal–
noble-gas pairs have been previously measuredf7,8,13g with
results summarized in Table II.

The statistical errors for the values of thek0’s at 200 °C
are 1% for23Na and 0.5% for39K. The statistical errors in
the temperature coefficientsk08 are 6% for23Na, 15% for39K,
and 2% for85Rb. The fractional errors in the temperature
dependence are larger for23Na and39K for statistical rea-
sons, but since the temperature dependence represents only a

small fractional correction tok0, the error induced by using
these values ofk0 over the measured temperature range is
dominated by the errors in thek0’s themselves. The errors in
the temperature coefficients are provided in order to allow
one to estimate the error that would be introduced if one
were to extrapolate far beyond the measured temperature
range.

The sources of random error are the FID statistical error
s0.5%d, repeatability of the optical pyrometers1%d, and fre-
quency shift statistical errors1%d, which resulted mainly
from field fluctuations. Possible systematic errors include the
temperature calibration with the thermocouples0.75%d, error
in the temperature dependence of the NMR FID amplitudes
s0.5%d, and calibration to the previousk0

Rb measurement
s1.5%d for a total of 1.8%. An important point about the
methods used here is that the absolute He polarization and
density cancel out in thek0 ratio measurements, so no un-
certainty arises from these sources.

The cells used in this work were nearly spherical, andk8
was taken to be zero. The diameters of the cells were mea-
sured to vary by less than 1 mm; thus for the K-Rb cell if
one assumed it to be an ellipsoid of revolution the maximum
error induced in the measurement ofPHe would be 1.6%. For
the Na-Rb cell this error would be 0.6%. Since our method
relies on the measurement of the ratios of the frequency
shifts for Na or K to those of Rb in the same cell, the sys-
tematic error induced in the measured value ofk0 by k8
Þ0 is suppressed bys1−Rdk8 whereR is the ratio ofk0

K or
k0

Na to k0
Rb. Since R<0.75 for Na-Rb andR<0.95 for

K-Rb the induced error ink0 from this source becomes neg-
ligible.

An additional correction tok8 could also result from the
volume of the cell’s stem. For both of our cells the volume of
the stem was small, less than 1 cm3, for the Na-Rb cell and

FIG. 5. Experimental results for the determination ofk0 as a
function of temperature. The top line is85Rb, the middle line is39K,
and the bottom line is23Na. The dotted line with errorsshaded
regiond is the previous measurement ofk0 for lower temperatures
by Romalis and Catesf7g.

TABLE I. Ratios of the experimental and theoretical3He fre-
quency shift enhancement factors. The 100 °C experimental values
are extrapolated from the measured temperature dependence.

Temperature
s°Cd k0

Na/k0
Rb k0

K /k0
Rb

Walker f12g stheoryd 100 0.74 0.97

This work 100 0.696±0.016 0.938±0.024

This work 200 0.739±0.007 0.937±0.005

Barangaet al. f5g 200 0.94±0.01

TABLE II. Known experimental values ofk0 and known tem-
perature coefficientsk08 with theoretical calculations of Walkerf12g
at 100 °C. Here thek0 for a particular temperature is given by
k0sTd=k0sTrefd+k08sT−Trefd where the reference temperature of the
measurement,Tref, is given in parentheses.

Pair k0 k08 Theorya

NaHeb 4.72±0.09s200 °Cd 0.00914±0.00056 6.5

KHec 6.01±0.11s200 °Cd 8.5

KHeb 5.99±0.11s200 °Cd 0.0086±0.0020 8.5

ReHed 6.15±0.09s175 °Cd 0.00934±0.00014 8.8

RbHeb 0.00916±0.00026 8.8

RbNee 32.0±2.9s128 °Cd 38

RbKrf 270±95s90 °Cd 280

RbXef 644±269s80 °Cd 730

aReferencef12g.
bThis work.
cReferencef5g.
dReferencef7g.
eReferencef13g.
fReferencef8g.
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less than 0.1 cm3 for the K-Rb cell. Approximating the field
from the polarized3He atoms in the stem as a dipole we
obtained an additional correction tok8!1%.

With the increasing interest in alkali metals other than Rb
for SEOPf5,6,14,15g, having precision EPR polarimetry will
be very important for future developments. In addition, the

method used here should be extendable to the important case
of 129Xe, wherek0 and its molecular counterpartk1 are only
known to 50% accuracyf8g.
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